The Demands of Integrity

A Chapel Service Message by Pastor Abraham Ojeme on Tuesday, January 14, 2014

Integrity must be rooted in the fear of the Lord; else, it would soon disintegrate. It is what gives stability to the life of a believer.

A GOOD CONSCIENCE: Integrity is a virtue and good conscience is the enabler (1 Timothy 1:19).

Every mortal man, irrespective of the believe system, has a conscience. Christianity is what brings man’s conscience alive.

Your conscience will never leave you neutral. It will either excuse you or accuse you. (Romans 2:14-15).

Your conscience is the monitor of your integrity (Acts. 23: 1). The conscience is what tells you the state of your integrity, before it comes to the open.

Your greatest testimony in life is what the conscience says about you, (2 Corinthians 1:12). Your testimony outward is only validated by the conscience.

The testimony of my conscience is to live a life void of hypocrisy and falsehood (2 Corinthians 4: 1-12, 1 Timothy 4:2)

The testimony of my conscience is to be heaven conscious in all of my dealings.

The testimony of my conscience is to know that someday, I shall give account of my life (Romans 14:22). Ephesians 5:11

HOW TO DEVELOP A GOOD CONSCIENCE TO POWER INTEGRITY

Acts 24: 16; 1 Timothy 5:7; 1 Peter 2: 19; 2 Corinthians 4: 2; 2 Corinthians 7:10